PILOTA USA SMARTPHONE DIGITAL AUDIO ADAPTER
Turn your Smartphone or Tablet (iPhone, iPad, Android, Windows Phone, etc.) into a Cockpit Voice Recorder! You’ll be able to record audio through your aviation headset. Your Smartphone will be able to record all transmissions through the Intercom systems including in-cabin and ATC transmissions. Great for CFI’s and Students to review radio communication skills after the flight.
P/N 11-10531 .................................. $49.95

ANR HEADSET RETROFIT KIT
The ANR Adapter is a product that will transform a current aviation headset into a high-tech active noise reduction unit. The ANR Adapter comes as a kit and includes a pair of inserts that fit more than 20 different headset models. Installation requires fitting the inserts, drilling a small hole in one earcup for the power receptacle, and soldering the original cable leads to the kit replacement parts. (uses two 9-volt batteries). IMPORTANT: It is mandatory that you use “silicone gel” type earseals. The original earseals (dry or liquid filled) are not as light as gel seals, and in addition do not dampen sound and vibration as effectively. The result is that the ANR units will greatly underperform (20-50%) and will be more likely to malfunction.
P/N 11-11955 .................................. $159.00
David Clark type .................................. $179.00

AMP CABLE (AUDIO+MIC+POWER)
A standard ANR upgrade kit comes with a 6’ long addon power cable which ties to your original audio cable, and it requires that you drill a 1/4” hole in the left earcup (next to where the main cable enters the cup). The AMP cable replaces your original cable and has the DC power wires, audio wires and mic wires all in 1 cable. The result is more esthetically pleasing and no additional hole is required in the left earcup.
P/N 11-03012 .................................... $32.60

LYNX AVIONICS HEADSET CONVERTERS
• Connects twin jack headset or helmet
• Works with speakers from 8 to 600 Ohms
• Accepts dynamic, electret or carbon microphones
• ANR power to microphone jack tip
• Headset volume control
• Maintains selective PTT operation and muting
• Water resistant bayonet locking connector
• Supplied with fixing kit

Lynx Twin Jack Headset Converter .................................. P/N 11-09306 .................. $241.00
Lynx Single Jack Headset Converter ................................. P/N 11-09307 .................. $239.95
Lynx US NATO Jack Headset Converter ............................ P/N 11-09308 .................. $239.95
Lynx UK NATO Jack Headset Converter ............................ P/N 11-09309 .................. $239.95

LEATHER EAR CUPS FOR HEADSETS
The AVCOMM Deluxe leather ear seals offer any headset comfort that is unsurpassed! They fit any standard GA headset - just wash em anytime! They fit David Clark, CRAZEDpilot, PilotUSA, Flightcom, and most other portable media players " Music in your headset without costly upgrades ‘ Listen to music through the aircraft’s speaker during pre-flight * Plugs into standard mic jack * Just Plug and Play! No more wearing uncomfortable in-ear headphones under your aviation headset. No need for an expensive new intercom or new headset. This will work in any intercom system with an available mic jack. Maintain the comfort and quiet of your current headset; just add your favorite music!

PILOT 24V TO 12V CONVERTER / STEP DOWN TRANSFORMER
24v to 12v Converter / Step-down Transformer. The perfect low-cost 24v to 12v transformer for your 24 volt system aircraft. Run ANY device up to 6 AMPs total current draw. Use this in your experimental to drive a 12v cigarette lighter,12v iPad, etc. Fits in the palm of your hand - it only weighs 2 oz! Rated at 60 Watts, this converter is EASY to wire - Just provide 24volts positive to the RED line, Ground both black wires, and 12 Volts will flow OUT of the YELLOW wire. Simple as that! The least expensive 24v converter on the market!

PILOTA HEADSET EAR COVERS
Prevent that sweaty-sticky feeling! Great for the soft comfort you want! They are perfect for loaner or rental headsets - just wash em anytime! They fit David Clark and many other similarly sized headset shells. Packaged in pairs. Made in lightweight fabric in Black to suit any headset color.
P/N 11-12191 .................................. $5.95

USB EXTENTION CABLE
USB 2.0 extension cable is used to extend the distance between the USB port and the USB peripheral. This panel mount extension cable features a USB type A male connector on one end, and a USB panel-mount (female) molded connector on the other end. The female panel end can be mounted on a faceplate, a wall plate, or a bulkhead surface.
P/N 11-15365 .................................. $14.95

MUTING KIT KIT
For considerably less than the cost of a new headset, you can upgrade the headset you already own to improve comfort and performance. You'll experience improved intelligibility and transmission clarity, and you'll enjoy pain-free, cool, dry ears. Comes with: A-SoftTop® Headset Cushion, B-SoftShell Ear Cushions, C-SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers, D-Heathkit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit, & E-MicMuff® Microphone Cover.
P/N 11-07602 .................................. $164.90

HA-010 4 conductor cable
P/N 11-15415 .................................. $3.55

ANR RETROFIT KIT REPLACEMENT CROSSOVER CABLE
Crossover cable replacement cable between ear cups.
P/N 11-09045 .................................. $349.95

HEADSET AUDIO RECORDING CABLE FOR iPHONE
This product allows you to interface your iPhone with the aircraft intercom system. Great for creating your own aerial audio recordings without excess cabin noise. Works with devices that use a 3.5mm 4 conductor iPhone connector. Perfect for recording ATC communications or intercom communications with your passengers during your flight. Compatible with all iPhone recording apps. No better training tool exists than to record your ATC communications for later review. Splice your iPhone recorded audio into your favorite flying video, and you have an instantly engaging YouTube video!
P/N 11-12192 .................................. $19.95

LEATHERETTE EAR SEALS
These comfortable fit inserts are designed for the softest comfort you want! They are perfect for loaner or rental headsets - just wash em anytime! They fit David Clark, CRAZEDpilot, PilotUSA, Flightcom, and 99% of all ‘ear shell’ style air-planes and helicopter headsets. Sold in Pairs.
P/N 11-14953 .................................. $24.95

CRAZEDPILOT LEATHERETTE EAR SEALS
Looking for a luxurious leather feel on your headsets - just wash em anytime! They fit David Clark, CRAZEDpilot, or any other similarly styled headset? The CRAZEDpilot Leatherette Ear Seals are a lovely mix of class and comfort for your David Clark, CRAZEDpilot, PilotUSA, Flightcom, and 99% of all ‘ear shell’ style airplane and helicopter headsets. Sold in Pairs.
P/N 11-14953 .................................. $24.95

USB EXTENTION CABLE
USB 2.0 extension cable is used to extend the distance between the USB port and the USB peripheral. This panel mount extension cable features a USB type A male connector on one end, and a USB panel-mount (female) molded connector on the other end. The female panel end can be mounted on a faceplate, a wall plate, or a bulkhead surface.
P/N 11-15365 .................................. $14.95

USB EXTENTION CABLE
USB 2.0 extension cable is used to extend the distance between the USB port and the USB peripheral. This panel mount extension cable features a USB type A male connector on one end, and a USB panel-mount (female) molded connector on the other end. The female panel end can be mounted on a faceplate, a wall plate, or a bulkhead surface.
P/N 11-15365 .................................. $14.95

ANR RETROFIT KIT REPLACEMENT CROSSOVER CABLE
Crossover cable replacement cable between ear cups.
P/N 11-15415 .................................. $3.55

MUTING KIT KIT
For considerably less than the cost of a new headset, you can upgrade the headset you already own to improve comfort and performance. You'll experience improved intelligibility and transmission clarity, and you'll enjoy pain-free, cool, dry ears. Comes with: A-SoftTop® Headset Cushion, B-SoftShell Ear Cushions, C-SoftSkin® Ear Seal Covers, D-Heathkit® Passive Ear Cup Noise Attenuation Kit, & E-MicMuff® Microphone Cover.
P/N 11-07602 .................................. $164.90

Bose® Headset Upgrade Kit .................................. $123.75

HEADSET ADAPTERS